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TG4 – investing in a force for Irish
language audio-visual innovation
Reflecting our motto súil eile, TG4 has transformed the
image of the Irish language and Irish language television.
We have done this through original, quality content
which celebrates Irish culture and creativity and provides
a window to the world around us. 
        It is widely accepted that TG4 has been the most
positive measure to promote the Irish language and give
it prominence. Market research shows that over 75% of
Irish people believe TG4 has a positive influence on the
language and makes it come alive for them.
        TG4 is a platform to represent, entertain and inform
Irish language speakers. Since launch, we have however,
also sought to ensure that as wide an audience as
possible share the experiences we provide. We have a
proven track record in attracting large national audiences
to our sports broadcasting, our high-quality
documentaries and to our national live music and
cultural events content. 
        Despite a fiercely competitive media market, in 2016,
TG4 had 92% reach with Irish language audiences and
almost half a million viewers tuned into us daily.  

TG4 in 2016:
● 92% weekly reach with Irish language audiences.
● Almost 500,000 daily viewers. 
● 48% weekly reach with national TV audiences.
● 7th position as the most watched channel in Ireland.

TG4 sustains hundreds of jobs in
the Irish independent production
sector and demonstrates real
commitment to nurturing Irish
creativity and talent
TG4 has made a major contribution to Ireland’s
production, broadcast and creative sectors, supporting
jobs in the creative industries and economic growth. 
        As a publisher broadcaster, we spend the highest
possible share of our public funding on Irish content.
Over 90% of our content budget is spent with the Irish
production sector every year. In the decade to 2017, TG4
spent over €200m with the sector. 
        Over 300 highly skilled and creative full-time jobs are
directly sustained by TG4 commissions. Our Irish
language soap, Ros na Rún, now in its 22nd year of

production, employs over 150 direct and contracted
personnel in the regional  economy. In 2016 alone, we
supported over 470 creative resources including writers,
musicians, composers, directors and actors. 
        TG4 has shown a real commitment to the Irish
independent production community and to nurturing its
creativity and talent.

We create jobs in regional areas and
contribute to the Irish economy 
TG4 has particularly focused on sourcing content and
services in Ireland and from companies which operate
through the Irish language. Many of these are located in
regional areas. This brings significant social and cultural
benefits to these rural communities with the high-skill
employment they sustain. We have
supported the development of
strong production clusters in
regional areas in particular.
        In 2016 alone, we
contributed €62m to
national earnings and directly
and indirectly supported over
750 national jobs. 
        

        Every €1 invested by TG4 in the creative industries in
Ireland is worth €2 to Ireland’s economy. 

TG4 operates
efficiently, 

with prudence
and good

governance

2016

€62m
contributed to 

national incomes

750+
national jobs 

supported

470+
creative resources 

supported

300+
full-time jobs in the film
& TV production sector
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TG4 is now at a cross-roads, facing
enormous challenges – but we
have the opportunity to restore
our vibrancy, impact and reach
A decade ago, over 800,000 viewers tuned into TG4 every
day and we had a 3% share of the national TV audience.
This performance was enabled through a level of public
funding which brought sustainability to the service and
an ability to produce high quality public service content
to engage and entertain audiences. 
        The recession caused major damage, not just to TG4,
but also to Ireland’s creative economy. In addition,
globalisation and competition have had a profound
impact on Ireland’s media market. The scale of the
challenges now facing TG4 cannot be underestimated. As
an indigenous language broadcaster operating in an
English-speaking media market, we face competition
from national and global media and technology players
with major content budgets. 
        Through our new vision and strategy however, TG4 has
the opportunity to restore our vibrancy, impact and
reach. We aim to: 
● Provide more compelling and entertaining

programming that people want to watch. 
● Reverse a downward trend and grow our audience

reach and share. 
● Ensure discoverability of our content across all

platforms and devices. 
● Produce more top quality content with Irish

production companies, while supporting their growth
and internationalisation. 

● Restore momentum to the Irish language and ensure it
is not “personalised out” of the global media
landscape. 

Our strategy will deliver a step
change in TG4’s performance
Restore              Grow audience reach
Audience           and share

Our strategy will:
● Increase national TV audience share to 2.2% in 2022.

With fewer than 10 TV channels with more than 1%
share, this is a strong position. 

● Increase average weekly reach with Irish language
audiences to 90% in 2022. 

● Move TG4 up to 6th place in the most watched
channels in Ireland. 

● Restore average weekly reach to pre-recessionary
levels of 45% from 37% today. 

● Increase audience satisfaction with TG4 from 7.5 to
8.5 (out of 10). 

Without sufficient funding to deliver our strategy, TG4’s
national audience share will fall to close to 1% - 1.2% by
2022. Our ability to support the Irish language, secure
future audiences and be relevant to younger audiences
will be severely undermined.
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TG4’s strategy will impact significantly and positively on a
number of public policy priorities. 

Regional              Create more highly-skilled 
Jobs                         jobs in regional areas

Through investing more in independent production and
spending more with the creative industries in Ireland, we
will support more highly-skilled jobs in regional areas in
particular. 

Economic            Contribute significantly 
Growth                 to the Irish economy

We will increase our contribution to national earnings to
an estimated €77m plus. 

                                      Support the national goal Creative               for Ireland to be a Centre ofIndustries           Excellence in Media Production

TG4 will support the growth of a vibrant creative audio-
visual sector in Ireland. 
        An essential aspect of TG4’s mission is to enable the
creation of world-class content through partnership with
the Irish language production sector. TG4 will increase
investment in multi-annual agreements and establish a
minority-stake co-production fund to enable more
production companies to compete successfully, both
nationally and internationally. 

                                    Support the Government 
Irish                         to achieve its target 
Language            to treble the number 
                                    of daily Irish speakers

TG4 can play an important role in helping the
Government to achieve its target to increase the number
of daily Irish speakers to 250,000 by 2030. We will
provide high quality broadcast and non-linear content to
engage audiences with the Irish language. To engage
younger audiences, we will develop our kids’ service
CÚLA4 to cater for pre and primary school age groups
across all platforms.
        For teens and young adults, we will develop a Hub for
Irish language user generated content which will build
communities of Irish language content creators and
develop new talent. This will also ensure that Irish
language users have access to strong Irish content online
and on social media platforms as the Government’s
broadband scheme is rolled out.   
        Overall, TG4’s strategy will engage more people with
the Irish language, helping to stabilise and grow Irish
language communities across Ireland. 

                                    Deliver Irish language digital Infra-                      infrastructure for learning,structure            information & cultural services

TG4 will expand and provide public access to our Irish
language and cultural archive. We will establish an
Education Portal as a central resource for Irish language
learning. We will establish an Irish language News &
Entertainment Portal to create and share stories from
Irish language communities. We will also establish a Kids’
Portal to foster a positive attitude to Irish and retain
relevance with young audiences. 

Support 

770+
jobs

Support 

930+
jobs

2017 2022

Our strategy will address critical public policy objectives 
and deliver real benefits for the Irish economy 

€63m
to national 

income

77m+
to national
income

2017 2022

Current TG4 Media 
Clusters:

New TG4 Media Clusters 
with Additional Funding:
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To deliver our vision, TG4 is seeking restoration of pre-
recessionary funding levels in addition to inflation in the
last 3 years of the plan only.  Of the additional current
funding sought, 86% will be spent on content. A further
3% will be invested in Irish language audio-visual talent
development and in TG4’s skills and resources.
        TG4’s objective is to grow net commercial income by
€735k over the five years which will be used to
supplement current funding towards the achievement of
TG4’s strategic goals. 

Funding                                                                           2017           2022

Current Funding 
➤ Average increase of 5% p.a., 
     front-loaded in years 1 and 2.        €32.79m     €41.1m

Capital Funding 
➤ Short-term increase to deliver 
     key projects.
➤ Increase to €1.45m in 2018 
     reducing to €1m  from 2021 on.         €920k            €1m

TG4 needs to have public funding levels restored and
achieve stability in our content funding. This will enable
us to  transform fully into a public services media
company. 
        It will also enable us to develop larger communities of
audience in Ireland and worldwide who are united by shared
values and interest in the Irish language and culture. 

TG4’s Mission: “We deliver entertaining and
innovative media services that celebrate
Irish language creativity and connect with
audiences at home and worldwide. Through
partnership with the Irish language audio-
 visual sector, we enable the creation of
world-class content and support   economic
growth  in  Ireland”. 

TG4’s mission is underpinned by our twin pole audience
and our publisher/broadcaster model.

TG4’s twin-pole audience recognises that there is a
marked difference in the way in which habitual Irish
speakers engage with TG4 compared to the way in which
non-habitual Irish and non-Irish speakers engage. While
habitual Irish speakers see Irish as part of their cultural
identity, TG4 has a responsibility to expose all Irish
citizens to Irish in an original, compelling and
entertaining way. 
        TG4’s publisher/broadcaster model has significant
benefits for our service and for the Irish economy. 
High-quality content from the Irish production sector will
help to ensure that our schedule is distinctive,  reflects
Irish cultural identity, provides a diversity of perspectives
and a fresh approach to entertainment. For the economy,
it means highly skilled jobs, income and the development
of Ireland’s creative talent and industries.

Twin Pole Audience

Publisher/Broadcaster Model

Our funding requirements are
small relative to our target impact 

TG4 will deliver all of this 
through our new five-year vision
and strategy for 2018-2022
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TG4’s vision for the next five years is: 

TG4 Gach Áit/TG4 Everywhere
TG4’s brand will be synonymous with strong,
creative Irish language content. Our content
will be available in the home, on the go and
in cinemas, both in Ireland and worldwide,
through direct and syndicated provision.
Through this, we will ensure universal
access and the normalisation of the Irish
language in the daily lives of Irish people.
This vision is underpinned by three pillars which are the
foundation stones of TG4’s vision and strategy. 

Cothrom
naFéinne

Fá

s

Fás/Growth 
Focuses on growing audience reach.
Concerns stimulating use of Irish and
increasing the number of people who
speak Irish, helping to stabilise and
grow Irish language communities
throughout Ireland.  
It is about growth in the Irish audio-
visual sector and in turn in the Irish
economy. 
It recognises the importance of grow-
ing TG4's commercial capabilities.

Comhpháirtíocht/Partnership 
Recognises that TG4 must collaborate
to grow audiences, deliver audience-
focused solutions, support efficiency
and strengthen quality and creativity. 
Collaboration must be with the
independent production sector, other
PSBs, the BAI, IFB and key audio-
visual, cultural and sporting
organisations in Ireland and beyond.

Cothrom na Féinne/Solidarity 
Concerns providing support and
stability in areas of imbalance. 
For TG4 as an Irish language Public
Service Media, this means supporting
minority habitual Irish language
speakers, supporting new talent and
diversity and supporting regional
audio-visual development and the
potential of regional companies.

To achieve our vision, TG4 will deliver 8 goals over the next five years:

Fás/Growth

Comhpháirtíocht/
Partnership 

Cothrom na
Féinne/Solidarity

1. Grow national audience share reach through better, more focused content.
2. Support the development and internationalisation of the independent

production sector, especially in the regions, delivering social and economic
benefits for Ireland.

3. Develop TG4’s commercial capabilities and opportunities.
4. Develop TG4’s skills and structure to ensure a competitive and vibrant

organisation.

5. Build an Irish language digital content infrastructure for learning, information
and cultural services.

6. Further develop multiplatform distribution and partnerships to ensure
universal access to TG4’s  Irish language content.

7. Serve habitual Irish speaking audiences better, supporting the communities
which speak Irish.

8. Support cultural diversity in a changing Irish society.
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